
Accelerate finance transformation 

BlackLine’s continuous accounting platform with 

real-time automation, controls, and period-end 

tasks integrates within day-to-day activities. 

Workiva enables teams to connect data from 

BlackLine to the spreadsheets, documents, 

and presentations they build with the Workiva 

platform to modernize the last mile of finance. 

Automate manual accounting processes

Combine reconciliation and close system 

data from BlackLine with structured and 

unstructured data from other parts of the 

organization. Analyze and report on that data 

that is stored securely with access control to 

prevent unintended changes.

Leverage existing investments

BlackLine and Workiva connect to multiple 

ERPs, so you can maximize the value of their 

investments. Refresh your reconciliation 

summary and consolidated financials throughout 

the close with complete visibility into what 

figures are still in flux.

Streamline financial reporting 

Focus on regulatory compliance and the 

story that surrounds it. Embed evidence, 

documentation, and context into your internal 

and external reports, with data you can trust.

Workiva and BlackLine enable a comprehensive solution for 

connected close capabilities: 

• Provide live insights into the close process, status, and 

feedback for a streamlined close and analysis process.

• Extend the value of BlackLine and Workiva by connecting 

close data for integrated management and performance 

reporting.  

• Validate balances, streamline journal entries, and 

collaborate on policies and procedures.

• Pull your data anytime by scheduling updates to occur 

automatically at any frequency while maintaining the ability 

to update your sources on demand.

• Eliminate manual data refreshes and gain true end-to-end 

auditability with Workiva.
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Your data has a story. It’s time to tell it.
Transform your financial and accounting data into information and impact.



To learn more, visit workiva.com/blackline-connect
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Over 3,000 customers trust BlackLine to help ensure balance sheet integrity  
and confidence in their financial statements.

More than 3,500 organizations use Workiva, including 75% of Fortune 500® companies.

Capabilities:

Upgraded narrative reports

Add commentary alongside core financials to update 

on status of close and reconciliation as both the 

reporting and close activities are in progress for 

constant updates and feedback. Cross-reference 

ledger and other financials against status within 

BlackLine's close data. 

Configuration, not code

Use the Workiva pre-built BlackLine connector 

to connect in minutes by configuring a few key 

parameters. BlackLine and Workiva are committed 

to work with each other for a seamless integration 

experience that empowers users on both sides.

Better management of topside journal entries

Create journal entries within Workiva and 

import them into BlackLine and your GL with 

full approval workflow and audit trail. Eliminate 

the pain of manually tracking topside journal 

entries, and confidently roll forward your 

financials knowing that all entries have been 

recorded properly. 

Automated historical data storage

Confidently compare across periods knowing the 

data you're comparing is the same data you reported. 

Manage and report on your processes just as you 

would your business. See how your organization's 

close progresses year-over-year, period-over-period, 

where bottlenecks are, and where to improve.

About Workiva

Workiva, provider of the world’s leading connected reporting and compliance platform, is used by thousands of 

enterprises across 180 countries, including 75 percent of Fortune 500® companies, and by government agencies.  

Our customers have linked over five billion data elements to trust their data, reduce risk, and save time.  

For more information about Workiva (NYSE:WK), please visit workiva.com. 


